Search for dark matter has been performed mainly for weakly-interacting massive particles and massive compact halo objects, and intermediate mass region has not been investigated experimentally. A method to search dark matter with precision displacement sensors is suggested for this mass range. The search is performed by detecting a characteristic motion of a test mass when it is attracted by a dark matter particle through gravity. Two different types of displacement sensors are examined: optically levitated microspheres and laser interferometers for gravitational wave detection. The state-of-the-art detectors' sensitivity is several orders of magnitude lower to put constraints on dark matter particles. Among the two types of detectors, gravitational wave detectors have higher sensitivities, and a sensitivity 10 times more than the next generation detector can potentially address the existence of dark matter particles of a few kilograms.
Search for dark matter has been performed mainly for weakly-interacting massive particles and massive compact halo objects, and intermediate mass region has not been investigated experimentally. A method to search dark matter with precision displacement sensors is suggested for this mass range. The search is performed by detecting a characteristic motion of a test mass when it is attracted by a dark matter particle through gravity. Two different types of displacement sensors are examined: optically levitated microspheres and laser interferometers for gravitational wave detection. The state-of-the-art detectors' sensitivity is several orders of magnitude lower to put constraints on dark matter particles. Among the two types of detectors, gravitational wave detectors have higher sensitivities, and a sensitivity 10 times more than the next generation detector can potentially address the existence of dark matter particles of a few kilograms.
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been multiple independent astronomical observations that established the existence of dark matter (DM) [1] [2] [3] , and different candidates of DM have been searched intensively: massive halo objects (MACHOs) [4] and weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , as well as even lighter particles such as axions and axion like particles (ALPs) [10, 11] . So far, there is no convincing discovery of the constituent of the DM, and experiments and observations mainly set more and more stringent constraints on parameter spaces, as the sensitivity of detectors increases.
Search methods are different according to the mass and the characteristics of DM candidates. MACHOs, which have a mass range around solar mass (∼ 10 30 kg), is searched by astronomical observations using gravitational lensing [4] . The detection of WIMPs with the mass around 1−100 GeV/c 2 (10 −27 −10 −25 kg) is performed by detecting recoils of nuclei by the scattering with the DM particle [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Mass of the axions and ALPs is typically assumed to be a few GeV or less, and these are typically detected by conversion from photons at accelerator beam dumps for relatively massive case. Light mass ones ( 1 eV) are typically searched through the conversion to photons by magnetic field. [10] [11] [12] . The intermediate mass scale, which is between 10 −25 kg and 10 30 kg, has not been intensively searched. This mass range includes various interesting particles and objects, such as grand unification theory scale (1.78 × 10 −11 kg), Planck mass (2.2×10 −8 kg), and primordial black holes (10 13 -10 33 kg) [13] . In this paper, a new method to search DM particles of this intermediate range is suggested. A precision displacement sensor works as a detector to observe a motion of a test mass, which can move by an attraction by DM particles, and two different kind of displacement sensors are analyzed: optically levitated spheres, and gravitational wave detectors. * akiok@stanford.edu
II. DISPLACEMENT OF A FREE TEST MASS BY A DARK MATTER PARTICLE
To think of how a test mass behaves when a DM particle interacts with it, we start from an analysis of a simple system consisting of a test mass and a DM particle. The DM particle, whose mass is m, is assumed to be a point particle, or a particle of a size significantly smaller than its impact parameter b. The DM particle moves at a velocity of v 0 from infinitely distant place towards the test mass at rest, with an impact parameter b. The spherical test mass has mass M and radius r 0 , whose displacement is measured by a displacement sensor. The test mass is trapped around the origin by a harmonic trap of resonant frequency ω 0 and damping constant γ. For simplicity, r 0 = 0, ω 0 = 0, and γ = 0 are assumed initially, and the effects of a harmonic trap and the finite size of the test mass are discussed later. The DM particle and the test mass interacts only through the Newtonian gravity following F (t) = GM mr(t)/r 3 (t), where r(t) = r DM (t) − r det (t), and r DM (t) and r det (t) are the position of the DM particle and the test mass at time t, and G is the gravitational constant.
The motion of two bodies interacting by a central force is well analyzed [14] , and the analytical solution of the displacement r(t) = (x(t), y(t)) at the center of mass frame is parametrized by ξ in the following form:
where µ = mM/(m + M ) is the reduced mass, α = GM m, a = α/2E, ǫ = 1 + 2EL 2 /µα 2 is the eccentricity of the trajectory, E = µv 2 0 /2 is the total energy of the system, and L = µv 0 b is the total angular momentum of the system. Note that the x and y axes of the coordinate system are set in the plane of motion, and the directions of two axes are defined so as for the initial relative velocity to be v 0 = v 0 /ǫ(1, √ ǫ 2 − 1). To get the position of the test mass in the laboratory frame
)r is applied, where r CM is the position of the origin of the center of mass frame. The position of the test mass in the laboratory frame is therefore described as
This satisfies the initial velocity of DM particle as
which implies that the total momentum transfer ∆p = (∆p x , ∆p y ) from the DM particle to the test mass at the end of the collision is only in x direction, and ∆p x = 2mM v 0 /(m+M )ǫ. In the case of ǫ ≫ 1, this is simplified to ∆p x = 2GM m/v 0 b, which is the quantity same as the momentum transfer calculated by an assumption that m ≫ M and therefore the DM particle flies straight. This motion can be detected in two different situations: (i) observing the relaxation of the test mass displacement in the harmonic trap after it receives a momentum kick of ∆p x (damped oscillation measurement). (ii) performing real-time detection while the test mass is being accelerated by the attraction from the DM particle (transient measurement). Damped oscillation measurement happens when a DM particle passes by the test mass so quickly that the collision process happens within the minimum time step ∆t aq of the displacement measurement of the test mass. This condition is ∆t aq > b/v 0 within a factor of O(1). The detection is performed through observing the damped oscillation of the test mass in the harmonic trap with the initial displacement of y M = 0 and the velocity of v Mx0 = ∆p x /M . The criterion for this to be detected is the maximum amplitude of this oscillation A is larger than a minimum displacement A min that can be detected on top of the noise of the detector:
where C is a numerical factor that is a function of ω 0 and γ. This results in a condition for the collision parameter b that signal can be detected when b < b max = 2GM C/A min v 0 ω 0 . The total volume V that is scanned over by an observation for time t ob is V = πb 2 max v 0 t ob . When there are N signals of DM particles during the observation period, number density of the DM particle n is
N = 3.69 should be chosen to address the sensitivity with 95 % confidence level when there is no signal. In the transient measurement, the motion of the test mass under an influence of a DM particle is monitored continuously. In the general case, it is difficult to predict analytically the motion of a test mass in a harmonic trap attracted by a DM particle. Here, for simplicity, we assume the time scale of the oscillation and the damping is significantly longer than that of the force on the test mass by a DM particle, which is justified when we consider gravitational wave detectors. This simplifies the situation to the observation of Eq. 2. As x M has larger displacement than y M , x M is used for this analysis. The sensitivity of the detector is typically described by a power spectral density as a function of frequency of noises, and if the signal is larger than the noise at some frequency range, the signal can be detected. To estimate the sensitivity, the position of the test mass is Fourier transformed. This gives 1/f behavior, where f is frequency of the signal, and the largest b that makes the signal of the test mass displacement cross the noise spectral density of the detector gives b max . With the same argument as the damped oscillation measurement, the sensitivity is described as
III. APPLICATION TO ACTUAL SYSTEMS
The calculation so far ignored certain aspects of actual detectors, such as finite size of the test mass and the detector. To consider them, application to two kinds of detectors are discussed: optically levitated microspheres [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and interferometers for gravitational wave detection [27] [28] [29] . The calculation in the idealized system is modified according to the properties of the detectors, and the sensitivity to the DM particle density is numerically derived.
For numerical calculations, the velocity of the DM particle is assumed to be v 0 = 2.2 × 10 5 m/s [30] , and the density of DM ρ DM = 0.39 GeV c −2 cm −3 [31, 32] . The number density n of DM particles of mass m is therefore
with an assumption that all DM is made of the particle of mass m.
A. Optically levitated microspheres
Optically levitated microspheres are used for force sensors, and their method to measure the force is to convert the displacement of a sphere into the force by using its mass and resonant frequency of a harmonic trap.
Thus, this system works as a precision displacement sensor of microspheres. The resonant frequency of the sphere ranges from a few hunderd hertz [16] to a few kilohertz [23] , and to trap the sphere stably, displacement feedback with a bandwidth of an order of magnitude larger than the resonant frequency is applied. Here, for simplicity, C = 1 is assumed, which holds as far as quality factor Q of the resonance is much larger than 1. C decreases as Q decreases, but even when Q = 1, C ≃ 0.4, which means even highly damped situation the difference in C is at most a factor of a couple. In fact, the system in [16] has Q ∼ 1 when the feedback cooling to reduce the noise is implemented. Also, it is possible to make a sequence such that for a certain amount of time the feedback cooling is turned on and off to alternate the high Q for the measurement and low Q for cooling to do the measurement in high Q environment without too much noise. Thus, assuming C = 1 is plausible to have an estimate on sensitivity that can range orders of magnitude. The data acquisition of the position is performed at an order of 1-10 kHz. Suppose the DM particle passes at most 0.1 m away from the test mass, which is justified later. Because the time scale of the interaction between the test mass and the DM particle is significantly shorter than that of the feedback and the data acquisition, all the motion due to the attraction by a DM particle happens in a single bin of the data acquisition, and thus the detection mode is the damped oscillation measurement.
The detection sensitivity A min is determined by the noise level at the resonant frequency. This is 2 × 10 −10 m/ √ Hz for [16] at ω 0 = 250 Hz, and 1 × 10 −9 m/ √ Hz for [23] at ω 0 = 7300 Hz, both of which are with feedback cooling (i.e. highly damped). In the case of [23] , largest ω 0 among three orthogonal axes is used to be conservative, whereas [16] has more or less the same ω 0 for all three axes. Also, there are two other factors limiting the sensitivity. One is the size of the microsphere, and the other is the size of the detector. When the collision parameter b is smaller than the radius of the sphere r 0 , the sphere can not be regarded as a point mass any longer. This reduces the effective size of the sphere for considering the force by a DM particle to radius b when the DM particle is closest to the sphere, resulting in the smaller amount of motion due to the DM particle. To be conservative, this effect is estimated to be the reduction of momentum transfer by a factor of (b/r 0 ) 3 . Thus, for the sensitivity curve, factor of (b max /r 0 )
6 is multiplied at the region where b max < r 0 . r 0 is 2.5 µm for Ref. [16] , and 150 nm for Ref. [23] .
When b max is large, the DM particle can attract something other than the microsphere, which potentially gives a fake signal. In the extreme case of b max is significantly larger than the size of the laboratory, a DM particle passing far from the detector simply pulls whole experimental system, and it is difficult to estimate exactly how the momentum kick onto the microsphere converts into actual signal. To avoid a confusion due to the attraction on the other components in the setup by the DM particle, it is assumed that when b max is larger than the size of the detector r D , the sensitivity region is determined by r D , not b max , which results in
for b max > r D . For the numerical calculation, r D = 0.1 m is assumed, as the size of vacuum chamber, inside of which only the last aspheric lens to tightly focus the trapping laser beam is located in an experiment in Ref. [16] , is on the order of 0.1 m.
B. Laser interferometers for gravitational wave detection
Laser interferometers for gravitational wave detection have had significant improvement in past decades. They have two arms each of which has an optical cavity to enhance the effective path length. The mirrors for the cavities serve as test masses. If a DM particle interacts with only a single mirror or have larger effect on one mirror than the other, the displacement of the mirror is recorded as a signal. Advanced LIGO [27] , and Advanced VIRGO [28] are currently in operation, and KAGRA [29] is under construction. These detectors have similar sensitivities, and in this analysis, Advanced LIGO is used as a representative. The arm is 4 km long, and the most sensitive frequency range is 10-1000 Hz, which means both the transient measurement and the damped oscillation measurement is possible.
For the damped oscillation measurement, the highest resonant frequency is at 9 Hz [33] , and the noise level at this resonant frequency sets A min as 5 × 10 −17 m/ √ Hz [27] . The fact that this resonance is one of the two undamped resonant mode in the mirror suspension system makes it suitable for the damped oscillation measurement. It should be noted that specific data processing or analysis method might need to be developed for this DM search, and there might be decent amount of backgrounds that can be difficult distinguish signal by DM particles from, as this frequency is low end of the frequency that is paid attention to by the gravitational wave observations. Based on their mirror size, r 0 ≃ 0.1 m. The detector size r D is set as r D = 2 km, which is a half of the length of an interferometer arm. This is because if the impact parameter b max is larger than this, the two circle of radius b max centered on two cavity mirrors start to overlap, which results in the volume covered by two mirrors smaller than V = 2πb 2 max v 0 t. Another justification is that when the DM particle passes a few kilometers away outside of the cavity, the force on the two mirrors becomes close, and amount of signal is reduced. Additional factor to be considered in the case of gravitational wave detector is that it is primarily for the detector for one dimensional displacement, and therefore the sensitivity of the detector to the DM particle oscillates on daily basis according to the relative angle θ between v 0 and the sensitive direction of the detector. The reduction in the amount of motion of the test mass is a factor of cos θ, and time average of this is 1 2π 2π 0 | cos θ|dθ = 2/π. Also, the fact that there are totally four mirrors in one interferometer needs to be taken into account. Each mirror can be regarded as a free test mass, and naively the enhancement by the four mirrors would be four. However, two of the four mirrors are reasonably close to the input optics, compared to the mirrors at the other end of 4 km long arm. Therefore, this factor should be three, because two mirrors on the input side are so close to each other that the circles of radius b max centered at the mirrors overlap with each other at large b max . The argument that each mirror is viewed as a test mass implies that the sensitivity becomes higher proportionally to the total number of interferometers, assuming that each interferometer are farther apart than b max .
The performance of the transient measurement is estimated by comparing the f −1 curve and the sensitivity curve [27] . The minimum signal curve that is tangent to the sensitivity curve is 3 × 10 −18 /f , and therefore b max is given by b that induces this amount of signal. The transient measurement also has the limitation due to the detector size r D and the test mass size r 0 .
To see whether future experiments have any benefits for the DM search, Einstein Telescope (ET) [34] is also analyzed, though it is only for the transient measurement. As far as a analyzing the effect on the single mirror, important parameters are the same as LIGO case. The minimum f −1 curve tangent to the sensitivity curve is assumed to be 1 × 10 −19 /f , based on the sensitivity curve and the arm length of 10 km. Note that the sensitivity curve is different between ET-B [35] and ET-C [36] , and ET-C has a better sensitivity in low frequency region, which can lower the minimum f −1 curve by a factor of ∼ 2. It is assumed that r D equals 5 km, because of 10 km long arm, and r 0 = 0.1 m is assumed, as the size or the mirror is in the order of 10 cm.
C. Current and future sensitivities
The sensitivity to the number density of DM particles with the 95 % confidence level is summarized in Fig. sitivity than UN Reno setup as long as the sensitivity is not limited by the detector size. This is simply because the Stanford setup has better position sensitivity. This trend is the same when microsphere setups and gravitational wave detectors are compared. Advanced LIGO can put nine orders of magnitude better constraint than shot noise limited performance of the Stanford system, mainly because it has a smaller amount of noise at the mechanical resonance compared to the microsphere setups. Still, the sensitivity by the damped oscillation detection is five orders of magnitude above the number density of DM particles.
As for the transient measurement, the sensitivity for a particle of the same mass is an order of magnitude higher than the resonant measurement, because the noise level relevant to the transient measurement is much better than that at the mechanical resonance at 9 Hz. Note that transient measurement has to detect smaller motion than overall amplitude at the resonant measurement, which prevents the sensitivity from being improved by the same amount of the noise ratio between two measurements. The sensitivity itself is still five orders of magnitude lower than the number density of the DM particles at m = 5 kg. This is consistent with the analysis in Ref. [37] . In their analysis, 10 kg and 1000 kg DM particles have a cumulative rate of ∼ 10 −5 yr −1 and ∼ 4 × 10
yr −1 , respectively, at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1. Fig. 1 suggests that 3.69 hits are expected at a SNR of 1 over an observation of a third of a year, if the DM particle density were 10 6 more than the estimate from the standard DM density. This is converted to 0.85 × 10 −5 yr −1 cumulative rate. In the case of 1000 kg, if the sensitivity is not limited by the detector size r D in Fig. 1 , the attainable sensitivity is around 10 −20 m −3 , which is four orders of magnitude larger than the actual DM particle density. With a similar calculation to the 10 kg case, this is equivalent to a cumulative rate of 8.5 × 10 −4 yr −1 . Thus, the analysis shown here matches that in Ref. [37] within a factor of O(1).
ET is analyzed only for the transient measurement, because of an unavailability of detailed information on the mechanical resonance. Thanks to the lower noise and longer arm, both sensitivity at the same mass and the detector size limited sensitivity is improved compared to the LIGO case. However, it is still three orders of magnitude away from the DM particle density even at the closest point of 5 kg. When both the noise level is reduced by a factor of 10 and the detector size is increased by a factor of 10, the sensitivity improves by a factor of 100. With all three mirror sites taken into account and an observation is performed for three years, the sensitivity can reach the DM particle density at m = 5 kg.
[kg] m Dark matter particle mass Potential sensitivities of displacement sensors to dark matter particles of different mass without any background signals (95% confidence level): UN Reno, 10 5 s (shaded area with black solid line) is the excluded region by Ref. [23] . SU refers to the setup described in Ref. [ 8 s) are for 10 times higher sensitivity and detection radius than current design for 10 7 s with a single mirror and for 10 8 s with three mirror sites, respectively.
IV. IMPLICATION TO ASTROPHYSICS AND PARTICLE PHYSICS
The DM particles in the mass range of few kilograms has never been searched before. If these particles are point particle, or particles that is smaller than its Schwarzschild radius r s = 2GM/c 2 , these are black holes. Such small mass black holes are usually discussed in the context of the primordial black hole [13] , but primordial black holes of gram scale mass evaporates quicker than the lifetime of universe, and therefore theoretically it has already been excluded. In case such small mass black holes can be generated at some time other than the birth of the universe, this will be the first search for such light mass black holes. If the size of the DM particles are larger than r s , the DM can be an unknown particles that interact with other matters only through gravity.
An interesting mass range relatively close to the sensitivity plot is the Planck mass 2.18 × 10 −8 kg. At this mass, sensitivity is ten orders of magnitude above the number density of DM particles. Comparing "ET, 10 7 s" line and "ET L, S × 10, 10 7 s" line, reducing the noise level by a factor of 10 moves sensitivity curve towards an order of magnitude smaller mass range. This implies that five orders of magnitude reduction of noise compared to "ET L, S × 10, 10 8 s" line is necessary to reach the Planck mass, which is unrealistic with the currently available technology.
The discussion so far put emphasis on setting constraint onto the existence of DM particles when there is no signal including background, and did not mention how the discovery of such a particle can happen. One method to narrow down the mass range is to detect the same DM particle by two test masses. In the general case, impact parameter b for the two test masses are different, and this gives the information on two unknown paramaters m and b. Careful analysis of gravitational wave detectors would easily give this information, as different cavity mirrors surve as different test masses, and having two or more optically trapped microspheres nearby would give the similar information. What is more difficult to put strong constraint is to distinguish the signal and the background. When a coincidence of two nearby test mass is taken, most of the backgrounds induced by objects on the Earth should be rejected, thanks to the much faster motion of the DM particles against the Earth than objects on the earth. No typical objects on the Earth move as fast as v 0 = 2.2 × 10 5 m/s, and typical sound velocity of solid, liquid, and gas, at which vibrations propagates, ranges from 10 2 to 10 4 m/s, which is orders of magnitude smaller than v 0 . However, it is impossible to theoretically reject the possibility of any independent backgrounds have a timing coincidence to mimic v 0 , or a part of a gigantic background resembles signal. Electrical noises, which propagate faster than v 0 , could be another background difficult to remove. In such a case, taking a coincidence of more than two test masses might help. In this sense, optically levitated microspheres have an advantage that it is easier to build multiple detectors aligned in a desired way.
V. SUMMARY
A method of using precision displacement sensor of a test mass for a DM particle search is discussed. Although present and future technology by optically levitated microspheres can put marginal constraint to the number density of DM particles of ton scale, future gravitational wave detectors that have 10 times lower noise level and 10 times more detector size than ET can potentially have high enough sensitivity to detect DM particles of ∼ 5 kg. This would be a first experimental search for primordial black holes, and even further improvement in the noise level by several orders of magnitude enables a search for DM particles of Planck mass.
